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FINANCE COMMITTEE CALL FOR EVIDENCE 
 

PUBLIC BODIES (JOINT WORKING) (SCOTLAND) Bill: FINANCIAL 
MEMORANDUM 

 
SUBMISSION FROM EAST DUNBARTONSHIRE COUNCIL 

 

 
Consultation  
Did you take part in either of the Scottish Government consultation exercises 
which preceded the Bill and, if so, did you comment on the financial 
assumptions made?  
1. The Council contributed to and supported the consultation responses from 
COSLA and CIPFA Directors of Finance Section and contributed to the consultation 
on the integration policy generally as opposed to specific elements of a draft bill. 
 
Do you believe your comments on the financial assumptions have been 
accurately reflected in the FM?  
2. The five workstreams being taken forward by the Integrated Resources 
Advisory Group will fully inform the development. For reference these are:- 
  
• Accounting Treatment and VAT 
• The Financial Reporting  
• Controls and Assurance  
• Financial Management, Planning and Finance Function  
• Capital and Assets  
 
3. Individual Council comments were not provided to the financial memorandum 
(per above) so we would not be able to determine whether responses were reflected 
in the bill. 
 
Did you have sufficient time to contribute to the consultation exercise?  
4. Yes – timescales for responses to the consultation on the integration policy 
were extended for wider consultation and this gave ample time to respond and seek 
political input into the process. 
 
Costs  
If the Bill has any financial implications for your organisation, do you believe 
that these have been accurately reflected in the FM? If not, please provide 
details?  
5. The FM focuses on the resourcing issues in relation to the implementation of 
the agenda and in this regard, the range of financial implications has been accurately 
reflected. There is no focus on the issues arising from the delegation of budgets and 
resources under each of the 2 options available which is a key area of concern and 
will have far reaching implications in the medium / longer term and the realism 
attached to releasing resources from budgets tied into acute budgets without de-
stabilising hospital provision. 
 
6. A significant omission appears to be an estimate of the cost of the rising 
demographic of older people requiring a service (per paragraph 18 of the FM) given 
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there are savings predicated on the way this will be delivered into the future. In terms 
of the costs associated with the Bill implementation there is provision for the 
displacement of CHP leadership staff, however an absence of any provision for the 
displacement of local authority staff which if management teams are to come 
together to deliver on joint outcomes there will inevitably be management efficiencies 
on both sides of the partnership. The establishment of transition arrangements is 
predicated on being able to realise opportunity costs, but it is not clear what these 
relate to. Support to develop strategic plans and inform performance management 
requires a linked patient/client level health and social care dataset and information 
system and the costs built in to establish this across Scotland appear low given the 
experience with MGF funding which sought a solution to this issue without any real 
success. There are costs built in for the appointment of a chief officer but no 
recognition of other posts which will require to be appointed to support this role 
where evidence across already established CHCP constructs shows an overall 
increase in the costs associated with establishing new structures, including start-up 
and recurring ICT costs. 
 
Do you consider that the estimated costs and savings set out in the FM and 
projected over 15 years for each service are reasonable and accurate?  
7. The range of cost considerations seems reasonable, however without having 
the detail on the underlying assumptions and costs associated each area, it is not 
possible to determine if these are accurate. 
 
8. The savings assumptions are predicated on a 3 key areas: 
• Delayed Discharges – predicated on a maximum 14 day delay in hospital – is 
this realistic and achievable? Look to success of change fund programmes and 
partnership performance against the current 28 day target. 
• Anticipatory care planning needs to be effective – limited success locally from 
this initiative and the basis for estimating the likely savings from this area being 
predicated on a small study undertaken in Nairn may be problematic. 
• Reducing variations in cost per head across partnership areas without any 
clarity on what causes these variations and the fact that these variations may be 
justifiable. Requires more in depth analysis to establish the reasons for variation. 
 
9. Accordingly to fully assess these figures further detail should be released. 
 
10. Work is ongoing within the IRAG workstreams and VAT presents a significant 
uncertainty.  
 
11. The harmonisation of terms and conditions is also an area with cost 
implications which needs to be considered and quantified. 
 
If relevant, are you content that your organisation can meet the financial costs 
associated with the Bill which your organisation will incur? If not, how do you 
think these costs should be met?  
12. Cost implications should be further refined and if further set-up costs or 
bridging finance is required this should be provided by Scottish Government. 
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Does the FM accurately reflect the margins of uncertainty associated with the 
estimates and the timescales over which such costs would be expected to 
arise?  
13. Range of cost provided but without the detail on the underlying factors which 
sits below these assumptions it is hard to form a view as to whether they are 
accurate. The estimates fall within wide ranges with an acknowledgement of the 
uncertainties which may be present, however how this leads to effective planning is 
unclear and individual partnership experiences will vary greatly in terms of allocation 
of any funding. 
 
Wider Issues  
Do you believe that the FM reasonably captures costs associated with the Bill? 
If not, which other costs might be incurred and by whom?  
14. As per 4. 
 
Do you believe that there may be future costs associated with the Bill, for 
example through subordinate legislation? If so, is it possible to quantify these 
costs? 
15. Potential equal pay claims for staff working more closely together doing 
broadly the same role but within differing organisation on different terms and 
conditions. 
 
16. Investment in research analysis to provide an robust evidence basis for 
assumptions being made across a number of areas. 
 

 


